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The main theories in the field of microwave absorption are completely wrong. Many papers 

from different perspectives have been published in a variety of journals. But the practice of 

using the wrong theories is continued in publications without mention these opposite views. 

 

The purpose of this letter is through the comment on published paper to draw the attention 

of the researchers to the related papers. Although the wrong theories have dominated the 

field for a longtime, the problems can be corrected with simple principles covered in general 

physics at college level. The issues discussed are very important.  
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promotion of mediocrity, while that which is suppressed by the prevailing contemporary 

scholars often reveals itself to be authentic and of true value. 
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梳理这段历史，会发现这些重大原始创新在刚面世时都遭到了业界的质疑和抵制，差点夭折。 

    这不是个例，浮栅晶体管、异质结、绝缘栅双极型晶体管（IGBT）、微机电系统（MEMS）、

浸没式光刻等重大发明都遭到过抵制。 

为什么这些发明一开始都不受待见呢？芯片的发展离不开持续的创新和超越，然而创新越

大，对传统的叛逆和颠覆也越大，因而遭到传统势力的抵制就越大。 

中国科学报，2023-09-16 第 3 版 读书 

When delving into this historical period, it becomes apparent that these groundbreaking 

original innovations faced skepticism and opposition within the industry upon their initial 

emergence, nearly teetering on the brink of extinction. This phenomenon is not an isolated 

occurrence; major breakthroughs like floating-gate transistors, heterojunctions, insulated 

gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), immersion 

lithography, and others have also confronted resistance. 

What prompted this initial lack of acceptance for these inventions? The advancement of 

semiconductor technology hinges on ongoing innovation and breakthroughs. However, the 

greater the innovation, the more it challenges and disrupts established norms, resulting in 

heightened resistance from traditional forces. 

Published in China Science Daily, September 16, 2023, 3rd Edition, Book Review. 
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